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Upcoming Events
06/11/2016 ASSA Race at Edenton
06/15/2016 Board Meeting
06/18/2016 ASSA Race at Osprey
07/11/2016 Sail Camp Starts
Our Yacht Club sponsors a sailing camp for youth in July of each year. This year the start
date is July 11th. Our next generation of sailors and possible future Club members graduate
from our Sail Camp. The camp uses boats owned and supplied by PRYC. Volunteers from
the Club membership are vital to the events success. If you can help prepare our next
generation of sailors contact Archer Farmer, who is the Boards representative to the Sail
Camp.
AJFarmer@roadrunner.com

252-330-4342

Memorial day weekend saw a half dozen boats from our Yacht Club make their way to
Manteo for a weekend of excess eating followed by the morning's sober reflection on the
holidays meaning. Those who left for Manteo on Friday endured rough seas but Saturday
sailors found a break in the wind and no square waves. Some who did not brave the tropical
storm by sea drove to Manteo to share in the good times. On Sunday the fishing expedition
set out for the Gulf Stream in spite of tropical storm Bonnie and reported that the normally
feared Oregon Inlet was smooth. They almost made it to the Stream too. As we know a
Tropical Storm is a baby hurricane and does not like boats in it's ocean. So after some time
spent air-born and a rough landing the fishers turned away from the black clouds and
retreated to calmer water. The restaurant tuna was good.

Two of our fleet set their course for Ocracoke 45 miles into the teeth of the gale. They saw
black clouds, rain and wind but anchored under the sign of a rainbow. Those two boats
continued to Oriental on Monday while the remaining fleet returned to the mighty Pasquotank.
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